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MAR 9: MERCURY ENTERS ARIES

MAR 10: PISCES NEW MOON

MAR 11: VENUS ENTERS PISCES

MAR 19: SUN ENTERS ARIES

MAR 22: MARS ENTERS PISCES

MAR 25: LIBRA LUNAR ECLIPSE

Mercury moving into Aries on March 9th can improve mental energy, and give more enthusiasm
for our ideas and plans. The Sun enters Aries on March 19th, and energy and enthusiasm can
surge, and we can be more excited about what we’re doing.

The Pisces New Moon on the 10th can bring opportunities for spiritual ventures, creative
pursuits, and to help others, and we can be artistic, compassionate, and intuitive. Venus enters
Piscxes on the 11th, so the next day, and amplifies this energy in a pleasant way, helping us get
along. Mars enters Pisces on the 22nd, and brings energy and drive for spiritual pursuits,
creativity, and intuition. We may require more time to rest in order to recharge though.

The March 25th Libra Lunar Eclipse can bring more attention to our relationships, the way we
deal with others, and how well we connect. The eclipse can worsen existing issues, but offer a
way to fix them. Good connections can become stronger and more committed.

KEY DATES:

about March 2024:



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mercury Sextile Uranus
Friday: Mercury Conjunct
Neptune
Saturday: Mars Square Uranus,
Sun Sextile Uranus, Mercury
Enters Aries
Sunday: Mercury Sextile Pluto,
Pisces New Moon

Unconventional ideas, an active imagination, and a researching
mind can be strong this week, and we can come up with lots of
ideas, work on plans, have communications, share news, and learn.
There may be some troubles with something or someone that we
feel is boxing us in, so we do need to be mindful of not lashing
out. We should try to focus this energy on positive changes, even
if they are very small. Creativity can surge with the New Moon,
and we can improve intuition.

Make a plan for the week! What can you use strong mental energy with, how can you avoid lashing out
and instead solve problems, and what changes can you make:

Week of:
March 4th - 10th 2024



PISCES NEW MOON: MAR 10 2024

n e w  m o o n  m a n i f e s t a t i o n

Natal House the New Moon
occurs in & what it rules:

potential pisces
focuses:

spirituality
intuition
imagination
the arts
being of service
the past
endings
karma
what’s hidden

Natal Planets in Pisces & what they
rule:

What New Moon manifestations will you focus on for this New Moon? Brainstorm affirmations,
rituals, and general intuitive thoughts:



Planetary Events:

Monday: Venus Enters Pisces
Wednesday: Ceres Sextile Saturn
Saturday: Mercury Square Ceres
Sunday: Sun Conjunct Neptune,
2nd Quarter Moon in Gemini

We can grow to be more compassionate and understanding this
week, and can focus on being more supportive of those we care
about, of ourselves, and of our goals. We can work to nurture the
path we’re on and the goals we want to achieve, though we may
lack support from others, but we can give it to ourselves. We can
be more empathetic as well, and can trust our instincts. The 2nd
Quarter Moon helps us adjust our ideas and plans.

Make a plan for the week! How can you show support to yourself and others, which of your goals can
you nurture, and what ideas and plans can you adjust:

Week of:
March 11th - 17th 2024



Planetary Events:

Tuesday: Sun Enters Aries
Thursday: Sun Sextile Pluto,
Venus Conjunct Saturn
Friday: Mars Enters Pisces
Saturday: Venus Sextile Ceres
Sunday: Venus Sextile Jupiter

We may want to pursue new beginnings with enthusiasm, and can
be more excited about what we’re embarking on. We can feel
more in control, and this helps to put us on the right path. Others
may be more helpful this week, and we can be more committed to
our partnerships, get help with resources, and get along better with
others. We can be creative and spiritual.

Make a plan for the week! What new beginning can you get started with, how can you get help from
others, and what can you channel creativity into:

Week of:
March 18th - 24th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Libra Lunar Eclipse
Thursday: Venus Sextile Uranus

The Libra Lunar Eclipse can help us focus on our relationships,
partnerships, connections, and commitment, and the ones that are
healthy and positive can thrive and deepen, while the ones that
aren’t may require more attention to be fixed, or may require
walking away. Some changes can be on the way, and this can be
helpful if we’re not impulsive about it.

Make a plan for the week! Which connections can you further commit to, which connections require
more work and change, and which do you need to pull away from:

Week of:
March 25th - 31st 2024



ABOUT:

L i b r a  L u n a r  E c l i p s e

Major aspects are 0 degrees 7 minutes - 10 degrees 7 minutes of:
Conjunction: Libra
Sextile: Leo, Sagittarius
Square: Cancer, Capricorn
Trine: Gemini, Aquarius
Opposition: Aries

Minor aspects are 3 degrees 7 minutes - 7 degrees 7 minutes of:
Semisextile: Virgo, Scorpio
Quincunx: Taurus, Pisces

This is the first and last Lunar Eclipse in Libra in this eclipse set, so we focus on this eclipse and then
move on from it fairly quickly. Lunar Eclipse occurs when the transit (moving) Sun and Moon exactly
oppose each other, and are times of heightened emotion, major culminations and results, and important
endings.

Libra is the sign of relationships, partnerships, alliances, and commitments, so this eclipse can focus on
our connections with others. Any connections that are already healthy and in good shape can grow,
deepen, and become more committed and beneficial.

Any connections that aren’t healthy or helpful can worsen. The issues that need to be addressed can
become more obvious with the ones that can be salvaged, and both parties need to work to make
improvements and show commitment. The ones that can’t be salvaged can reach a breaking point, and it
can feel like there’s no other choice but to walk away.

We may have to work harder to maintain peace, balance, harmony, and diplomacy, and without that, we
may feel out of balance, easily irritated, and stressed out. We can do our best with some peace and
quiet.

Aspects:

March 25 2024 @ 3:13AM ET/12:13AM PT
5 degrees 7 minutes Libra



Venus, Mars & New Moon in Pisces
Mini Scopes

A
RI

ES Opportunities may come to you that keep you behind the scenes,
setting things up and getting ready for something big and new. You can
work well in support of others, and can make sacrifices for those you
care about. You may feel you have the most energy on your own
though, and can make great strides in clearing out and finishing.

C
A

N
C

ER
G

EM
IN

I
TA

U
RU

S Your hopes and dreams for the future can get more attention, and an
opportunity may present itself that helps you get closer to success. This
may require some sort of change, but you can be willing to do so. You
may benefit from experimenting, and you can feel more independent
and willing to challenge yourself.

This can be a time of great highs in some way, and you may get
opportunities for success, advancement, and recognition. You can
connect with important people, present yourself well to make good
impressions, and can feel more ambitious and driven to succeed with
what you’ve been working on.

New experiences can come your way, and you can be more willing to
pursue them with enthusiasm and zeal. You can open up your mind to
what’s possible, and can feel braver and bolder. You may want to take
a chance on yourself, however small, and can be ready for new
adventures and new connections.

V
IR

G
O

LE
O There can be opportunities to transform in some way, and this can

help you find more personal power and take control of something that
would benefit from your insights. You can solve problems and get to
the heart of matters, and the more you dig into something, the more
you uncover and want to keep going.

The people in your life can help you in some way, and you might
welcome someone new who brings opportunities and benefits. You
can be more commitment-minded, compromising, and better at
negotiating. Your charm can be high, which helps you get others to the
table, and you can keep things civil.



Venus, Mars & New Moon in Pisces
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Bringing more structure and order into your life can help you become
more productive, and you can get some of the little things out of the
way. You may get attention for work you’re done, some sort of project
or job, and this can make you feel good about the work you’re doing,
and you can get inspired to do more.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO A creative project can get underway, and you can get excited by it.

You can funnel your creative energy into it, and can have great focus
for it, though you may struggle with focus elsewhere if you’re not
enjoying yourself. You may want to prioritize what you get excited
about, and give that more of your time.

Improving matters at home or with family can help you feel more
emotionally secure and stable, and you can focus on having a solid
support system that encourages you in your pursuits. You may want to
work on starting something from the ground up now, and this can
culminate in as little as 6 months or as much as 2 years from now.

There can be plenty of ideas for you to pursue, and you can get
excited by many of them, so choosing may prove difficult. You might
be able to pursue more than one at a time, so work on managing your
schedule well and balancing your focus. Keeping busy can help use of
the extra mental energy you have, and you can be more engaging.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S Your pace can be slow and steady, so it may not seem like you’re

making as much progress as you actually are, but you can keep at it.
You may work on improving stability and security in some way, and
you can make beneficial use of your resources to help you feel more
confident in your plans.

With the New Moon in your sign, you can be extra focused on new
opportunities, new beginnings, new projects, and a new journey. You
can get excited and make use of your enthusiasm, and can take the
initiative. Mars brings the energy you need to get going, and Venus
brings help from others.



Sun & Mercury in Aries
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES The Sun in your sign helps you focus on what you want to get started

for yourself, and you can look around at opportunities you have to get
started. Mercury helps with your focus and brings lots of ideas to you,
but with the upcoming retrograde, you may not get the chance to get
started right away, and need to have some patience.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S Sticking to the background may be preferable for now, and you can

use the time to focus on clearing o0ut, cleaning up, finishing what’s
been started, and understanding the past. You can be more
introspective, and want to work on baggage. This can be a good thing
with the upcoming retrograde, and you may want to get some extra rest
as well.

The future and what you hope for can be of focus, and you can be
open to making changes to get closer to what you dream of. You can
think outside the box, and act more independently. Try to do this
now, and make sure you have the independence you need and aren’t
being boxed in so you can avoid lashing out with the upcoming
retrograde.

Progress can be made with one of your goals if you’ve been working
long and hard at it and been smart with it. You can feel you hit your
stride with something, and need to stick to your plans. The upcoming
retrograde in April might make you feel stalled, so work on making as
much progress as you can now and setting yourself up well.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Big ideas and big plans can come to you, and you can be more

optimistic and willing to look at the bright side. You may not care for
anything too serious, and want space to let your mind wander. The
upcoming retrograde might make you feel you can’t do that as much as
you’d like, so try to make the most of the time you have for it now.

There can be something you want to get to the heart of, and you can
keep researching to find what you need. Information can help you
figure out your next steps, get control, and find solutions you need.
The upcoming retrograde might make you more pessimistic, so try to
remind yourself of the good in your life



Sun & Mercury in Aries
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Spending time with others can be a good thing for you, and you may
want to talk things over, especially one-on-one, and give your
relationships more of your attention. You want to be committed, and
to have stable connections. The upcoming retrograde can reveal issues
that haven’t been addressed, so try to work on them in advance.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO Lots of work, tasks, chores, and small projects may require your

attention, and the more you do, the more you may want to do. You
can be practical with your focus and have a good eye for the details,
and this helps you get more done. Just avoid overdoing it, otherwise
stress may come with the upcoming retrograde.

Take more time for creative pursuits and what you enjoy doing most,
and you may feel more connected to your heart and loved ones. You
can infuse everything you do with creativity, and this helps you stay
focused. The upcoming retrograde might bring too much else to focus
on, so keep a good connection to your heart now.

The foundation of something in your life or within yourself may need
some strengthening, and you can tackle issues that have made it shaky
lately. This improves your emotional stability and confidence, and
helps quell emotional challenges that may want to come with the
upcoming retrograde.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S Sort through the ideas you have, keep track of them, and work on your

plans. You can keep yourself busy tending to your ideas and plans,
and may get excited by what you come up with. Gather information,
have chats, and make use of your mental energy now to help with the
upcoming retrograde.

Your resources may get more attention, and you can focus on
improving the way you use them, coming up with new uses, or finding
new resources to help you. This can improve your confidence as you
feel you have everything at hand, and you can be more resourceful
with the upcoming retrograde. 



Libra Lunar Eclipse
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES There can be greater attention paid to your relationships, partnerships,

alliances, and commitments with the Libra Lunar Eclipse, and any that require
some work can become more obvious to you, while those that require you
to walk away can push you even more. Relationships that aren’t healthy or
don’t serve a purpose anymore can be on the chopping block. Good
relationships can be strengthened with the eclipse.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S The work you do on a daily basis, at home, personally, or professionally, can

get more attention with the Libra Lunar Eclipse, and if you don’t feel
connected to what you’re doing, this can become more obvious to you.
Any dissatisfaction can become elevated, and you may struggle with focus.
This likely means a change is needed. If you’re passionate about what you
do and do it well, then the eclipse can bring rewards.

Your connection to your heart can get more attention with the Libra
Lunar Eclipse, and whether or not you have one, and if it’s healthy and
functioning. You should channel your heart regularly, nourish it and tend
to it, and share the love you feel. Cultivate joy, and the eclipse can
bring even more to you, and healthy love connections can grow
stronger, while unhealthy connections can be put to the test.

Your emotions can be much stronger with the Libra Lunar Eclipse, and this
may be for the purpose of bringing your attention to areas where you feel
emotionally insecure, unstable, or unsupported. Tend to issues that prevent
you from having a solid support system, work on old issues from your youth,
and take care of your core. If you feel supported and have a good base to
build on, the eclipse can help you feel even more secure.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Your mind can be much more active with the Libra Lunar Eclipse, and you

may have so many ideas and get excited by all of them, making it difficult to
actually do anything with them. You need to focus on the ones you’re most
passionate about and that stimulate your mind so you can stay focused on
them to the end, otherwise you can stay scattered. If you can get focused,
you can achieve many ideas.

Areas where you lack confidence can become more obvious to you with the Libra
Lunar Eclipse, and they can make you even more insecure. You can be sensitive to
what other people think and say about it, and this is more clues for you. Get to the
roots of the problem, and work on improving stability and security. If you feel calm,
centered, and grounded, the eclipse may bring abundance your way.



Libra Lunar Eclipse
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

This is the first Lunar Eclipse in your sign in many years, and this is where you get a lot
of attention, Any and every area of life that is shaky, where you’re uncertain, or where
you haven't done things right can see problems, and this can make you feel scattered
and emotionally uneasy. Tackle the issues in healthy ways, otherwise they may not get
better on their own. If you’re already feeling good, and have been working on things
already for some time, great rewards may come with this eclipse.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO The Libra Lunar Eclipse may push you in the background, urging you

to work on releasing any baggage that is holding you back, gain
understanding of the past, and let go of bad habits and patterns. Free
yourself of the weight you’re carrying emotionally and spiritually. If
you’re already doing this, the eclipse can bring amazing insights,
strengthened intuition, and protection.

The dreams you have can get more attention with the Libra Lunar
Eclipse, and you may question if what you want is right. Make sure
you’ve been doing things the right way and for the right reasons,
otherwise maybe a change is necessary. If you’re passionate, smart, and
focused, the eclipse may bring opportunities for big progress and
success, and help clear the way forward.

There is an opportunity for incredible success and achievement with
the Libra Lunar Eclipse, and you can succeed in big ways, get
recognition or fame, and feel you’ve hit a pinnacle. This is only the
case if you’ve been working for a long time for this, working hard and
smart, and done things the right way. If that’s not the case, the eclipse
may bring setbacks and make you question your choices.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S Opening up your life to new experiences and being willing to experience life

for yourself can get more attention with the Libra Lunar Eclipse, and if you’ve
been closed off, or haven’t been pursuing expansion in the right way and for
the right reasons, you may be even more closed, end up in jams, and need to
hold yourself accountable. But if you have done things right, the eclipse may
present a bigger opening than you thought possible.

The Libra Lunar Eclipse can bring serious energy for you, and it can shine a spotlight on
something you’ve been running from for a long time. There comes a point where you can’t
keep running anymore, can’t keep shoving it away, and can’t keep ignoring it, and this eclipse
might be it for you. Face it and conquer your fears. If you’ve already done this, the eclipse may
give you extra power and control in your life, emboldening you and making you more willful.



Your March 2024 Notes:
Venus, Mars & New Moon in Pisces
Make plans for being creative, spiritual, and intuitive:

Libra Lunar Eclipse
Make plans for tackling your relationships and connections:

Sun & Mercury in Aries
Make plans for taking the initiative and getting started:



any extra notes:



My life is
UNFOLDING

BEAUTIFULLY.
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